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ABSTRACT 
Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the blocks in the (1)., (1,3)-, and 
(1,4)-inverses of a general bordered matrix to be independent of each other. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
In [I] and [2] bordered matrices of the form 
were considered, and it was shown that the blocks in the (l)-, (1,3)-, and 
(1,4)-inverses of these matrices are entirely independent of each other. In 
this paper we consider the general bordered matrix 
and give necessary and sufficient conditions in order that the blocks in the 
(l)-, (1,3)-, and (1,4)-inverses of M be independent of each other. These 
conditions are for the most part in terms of block diagonal forms of MM -, 
M -M, MM +, and M ‘M, where M - is a (l)-inverse of M and M’ is the 
Moore-Penrose inverse of M. 
All matrices of this paper are over the complex field. As for notation, if A 
is a complex matrix, R (A) denotes the range of A and A* denotes the 
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conjugate transpose of A. The Moore-Penrose inverse A + is the unique 
matrix X which satisfies the Penrose equations: 
(1) AXA=A, (2) XAx= x, (3) (AX)* = AX, (4) (XA)*=XA. 
In general, if a matrix X satisfies equations (i), ( j), and (Ic), then X is called 
an (i, i, k)-inverse of A. The reader can see [3] for properties of these various 
inverses. 
What is meant by independence of blocks of generalized inverses of 
matrices of the particular form mentioned above was explained in [l] and 
[2], but for clarity we repeat (in a slightly different form) the definition for 
the general bordered matrix M given in (1). Let G,, G,, G,, and G, be four 
(possibly different) (1)-inverses of M, and let G, ( jk) denote the ( j, k) block of 
Gi, where i= 1, 2, 3, or 4, while i, k= 1 or 2. Then the blocks of all 
(1)-inverses of M are said to be independent whenever 
Gl (11) G2P) ’ 
G, (21) G, (22) 1 
is a (1)-inverse of M for every possible choice of G,, G,, G,, and G,. The 
independence of blocks of (1,3)- and (1,4)-inverses of M is defined similarly. 
2. RESULTS 
In the following we fix a (1)-inverse M - of M and let 
and M-M= Q1 Q2 [ 1 Qs Q4 * 
Now, from Theorem 2.4.1 of Rao and Mitra 
(1)-inverses for M is given by 
[3], the general form for 
or 
Q+V,(I-M,)-V,M,+(I-Q,)W,-Q,W,) U-V$42+V,(I-~,)+(I-Q,)W,-~,~, 
L+V3(I-M1)-V4M3-Q3w1+(I-Q4)W3 1 R-V&f,+V,(I-M,)-Q,~,+(I-Q,)w, 1 ’ (2) 
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where the parameters Vi, V,, V., V,, W,, W,, W,, and W, are arbitrary 
conformable matrices. 
Suppose it is the case that M,, MS, Qz, and Q3 are zero. Then (2) becomes 
Q+V,(Z-M,)+(Z-Q,)W, u+V,(z-M,)+(Z-QJWz 
1 L+V,(Z-M,)+(Z-Q,)W, R+V,(z-M,)+(Z-Q,)W, ’ 
and since none of the parameters are repeated in the different blocks of G, it 
is easily seen that the blocks in (l)-inverses for M are independent of each 
other. 
On the other hand, let us assume the independence of blocks in (l)- 
inverses for M. By choosing all of the parameters zero except Vi we have 
that U - Vi M, is an upper-right block in a (1)-inverse for M, and so from the 
independence, 
is a (l)-inverse for M. Hence, MHM = M, and so 
Thus, we have in particular that 
AV,M,M,=O and CV,M,M,=O (3) 
for all conformable matrices Vi. 
By a similar argument it follows that 
Q U 
L R-V,M, 1 
is a (I)-inverse for M, and that 
BV,M2M3=0 and DV,M,M,=O (4) 
for all conformable matrices V,. Combining (3) and (4) we can now observe 
that M,M,=O. [If M=O, then MM- =0 and so M,M,=O. If M#O, not all of 
A, B, C, and D are zero, and hence M,M,=O from (3) or (4).] 
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In the same way, the matrices 
Q-V24 U and Q U 
L R 1 [ L-V,M, R 1 
are (l)-inverses for M, and AV,M,M,, CV,M,M,, BV,M,M,, and DV,M,M, 
are zero for all conformable matrices V, and V,. Hence, M,M,=O. 
Still assuming the independence, we now consider M -M and repeat the 
above development. Replacing the above (1)-inverses of M are the (l)- 
inverses 
Q-QzW, U Q U-QzW, Q U 
L I 1 R ’ L 1 [ R ’ L-Q,W, R 1 
and Q U 1 L R-Q,W, ’ 
and hence 
M-M[ 01w3 ;]M, M-M[; Q;w4]M, M-M[ Q3\l $4, 
and M-M[ i Q3\2]~ 
are all zero for all conformable matrices W,, W,, W,, and W,. It then 
follows that QzQ3=0 and Q3Qz= 0. Thus, the independence implies that 
M2M3, M,M,, QzQ3, and Q3Q2 are all zero for every (1)-inverse M-, and 
hence for every MM - and M-M, since (2) does not depend on the initial 
choices for Q, U, L, R. 
Finally, if we assume only that 
{M&f,=0 or M,M,=O} and {Qz,Q~=O or Q3Q2=O} 
and choose M - = M ‘, we have that M,, M3, Q2, and Q3 are all zero. 
We have now proved the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. For the bordered matrix 
MC A B 
[ 1 C D’ 
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the following are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a (1)-inverse M - for M such that 
*** 1 *** MM-= 0 *** and M-M= 0 0 0 *** 1 
(ii) The blocks in the (l)-inverses for M are independent of each other. 
(iii) The condition 
{M2M3=0 or M,M,=O} and {Q2Qa=O or QsQz =O> (5) 
holds for every (1)~inverse M -, where 
MM-= M1 M2 
[ 1 
and M-M= 91 92 
M3 M4 [ 1 Qs Q4 * 
1 
and M'M= 
*** 0 
0 1 *** . 
Note. Assuming condition (ii) of Theorem 1, it follows from the proof that 
M3M1, M2M,, Q3Q1, and Q2Q4 (as well as M2M3, M3M2, Q2Q3, and Q3Q2) 
are zero, i.e., condition (ii) implies 
M,M,=O, M,M,=O, M3M,=0, M,M,=O, 
QzQs=O> 9392 =@ Q3Q1 =O, and Q2Q4=0. (5’) 
Now, the full set of eight equations defined by (MM -)" = MM - and 
(M -M)2= M -M easily show that (5’) is equivalent to 
Qf = Qu Q: = Qe QdQa = Qa and 0102 = 92. (5”) 
Thus, (5) may be replaced by (5’) or (5”) in condition (iii) of Theorem 1. 
We now turn our attention to (1,3)- and (1,4)-inverses for M. For the 
(1,4)-inverses we have the following theorem: 
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THEOREM 2. For the bordered matrix 
MzA * 
[ 1 C D 
the blocks in the (1,4)- inverses for M are independent of each other if and 
only if 
MM’=[ *;* .li)*]. 
Proof. Let 
M’= g R” 
i 1 and MM’= MI M2 [ 1 M,* M, ’ 
The general form for (1,4)-inverses for M is 
or 
Q+V,(Z-Ml)-V,M,*jU-V,M,+V,(Z-Mb) 
z,+ &(I-MJ- V,M;IR- VsM2+ V,(Z-M,) 1 ’ 
where the parameters V,, V,, V,, and V, are arbitrary conformable matrices. 
Since any (1,4)-inverse for M is in particular a (1)-inverse for M, the proof 
follows as in the proof of Theorem 1. n 
For (1,3)-inverses of M we have an extra equivalent statement: 
THEOREM 3. For the bordered matrix 
McA ’ 
[ 1 C D’ 
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the following are equivalent: 
(i) The blocks in the (1,3)-inverses for M are independent of each other. 
(ii) 
M’M=[ *;* ,;, ]. 
analogous to the proof of Theorem 2. 
where W is an arbitrary conformable matrix, and the proof of (i)o(ii) is 
To prove that (ii)*(iii), let 
M’M= 
QI Qz 
[ 1 Qs Q4 ’ 
Assuming (ii) is the case, Qa=O and Qs=O. Now, if 
L 1 E ER(M) and 
Mt[ :I=[ ;I% 
then the set of solutions of M[ “y ] = [ E] is the set of 
vectors of the form 
(iii) Zf [ i ] ER(M) and M’ then ((qll < lllcll and 
II !kll ( II yll for al x, y such that M[ “y]=[ i]. 
Proof The general form for (1,3)-inverses for M is 
G=M’+(Z-M’M)W, 
[ xy]=[ ; +(IMfw[ ;;I3 (6 1 
where h, and h, are arbitrary vectors. Since 
~,~su~h~atMfM~~~=~~~,andhen~e~~~~~”’ereex1stvec”rs 
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where QiX= x0 and Q4 y= y,,. But Qr and Q4 are orthogonal projections as 
Qa=O and Qs=O, and thus (iii) now easily follows. 
Conversely, assume (iii) is true and suppose 
i 1 t E R(M). The set of 
vectors of the form 
MtM’ x 
L 1 
4 
Y 
+(I-M’M) h [ 1 2 
is the set of solutions of the system M 
Hence, from (iii), 
where M 
( Qr? + Q2 Ij) _L { (I - QJ h, - Qah,l h, and h, are arbitrary vectors] 
for all Z, y which satisfy M This condition is independent of the 
choice of the vector 
[ 1 z E R (M). In particular, 
Q2 g I { (Z - Qr ) hi - Q2h21 h, and h, are arbitrary vectors} 
for all vectors g such that 
0 
[ I !7 is in the domain of the linear transformation 
defined by the matrix M. With h, = 0 it then follows that R (Qa) I R ( Q2), 
and hence Q2=0. That Qs=O follows from Qs= Qg, and thus (iii)+(ii). 
It is clear from the three theorems that the blocks in the (1)-inverses for 
M are independent of each other if and only if the blocks in both the (1,3)- 
and (1,4)-inverses are independent of each other. Moreover, if the blocks in 
the (l)-, (1,3)-, or (1,4)-inverses are independent of each other, then the 
different blocks can be computed separately and independently. The com- 
putations of these inverses is thus reduced to computations of matrices of 
smaller sizes. 
There still remain some unanswered questions. For example, what forms 
must M take for the blocks in the various inverses to be independent? Or, 
what are the relationships between the blocks of M required for indepen- 
dence of the blocks of the inverses? Also, what are other equivalent condi- 
tions for MM' and M 'M to be block diagonal? These questions pose 
interesting problems for future research. 
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